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the order a2 ; in that case the order of magnitude of the correction to be applied to thc 
sedimentation velocity remains the same as that given in equation (64). but the value 

of the coefficient Au is not known. 

It is probable th at the value of the integral I I dSe oP/On. occurring in (22). is con, 

nected with the resultant of the frictional forces acting upon the walls of the vesseI. 
In general the weight of the suspension will be carried partly by pressures. partly by 
frictional forces acting up on the walls. When the whole weight is caiTied by the 
resultant of the pressures (this is the case for a suspension enclosed between two paraIIel 
plane walls. perpendicular to the x-axis. as in the case considered in section 23.). it is 
possible th at formula (64) wil! apply with the value of Au as given in 17. When the 
weight is partIyor wholly carried by the frictional forces. the result perhaps may be 
different. and in this way an influence of the shape of the vessel could be experienced. 

The application of a point of view. related to that of section 10 .• does not appear to 
be more prornising. We might decompose the system of forces acting upon the liquid 
and the particIes into the following components: 

a) a continuo us field of force having the intensity eg +- nP per unit volume. acting 
through the whole space. and balanced by a pressure gradient of magnitude op/ox::::: 
= eg+nP; 

b) a set of "equilibrium systems" of the type consider0d in 9 .• each system having its 
centre at the centre of a partide; 

c) a 'continuous field of force acting in a thin layer along the walls. making up for 
the "diffuse fjelds" of those "equilibrium systems" which would influence the field inside 
the vesseI. if the suspension was imagined to extend also through and beyond the waIIs. 
It should be assumed again that the parameter 11 is chosen in such a way. that 1/11. while 
being large in comparison with the average distance between neighbouring particles. at 
the same time will be small in comparison with the dimensions of the vessel and with the 
radius of curvature of the waIIs. 

In attempting to work out the equations for the motion of the liqukl upon this basis. 

there again occur difficulties with integrals of the type/I dSe u (dSe being an element of 

the waIl). 
The difficulties probably will increase. when the number of partic1es per unit volume 

in the imme dia te neighbourhood of the waII should be different from the number in the 
more interior part of the vessel. 

ProvisionaUy the problem must be left here. in the hope that a more efficient method 
may be found at some later time. 

Mathematics. - A remarkable family. By J. G. VAN DER CORPUT. 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 31. 1942.) 

CHAPTER III. 

On analytical solutions of functional systems I). 

Let us consider a functional system of the form 

In this chapter 11 runs through the values 1. 2..... k. where k denotes an integer :> 2. 
while y. (! and Cl run through the values 1. 2 •...• n. where n is a positive integer. 
The functional system involves k given functions Ix (x) of a variable x. in ac!dition n given 

functions g (! (x, Yx,,) of the 1 + k n variables x, Yx" and finally n unknown functions 

f" (x) of x. I say th at the functional system possesses a solution (f,,(x)). analytical and 

vanishing at the origin x = O. if the n funtions f" (xJ are analytical at the origin. take 

at that point the value zero and satisfy the considered functional system in the vicinity 
of the origin. 

The followl11g examples show that several different cases are possible. 
A. Dealing with the functional equation 

we have 

and 

Trying 

we obtain 

hence 

x 
n=1. "=2. 11 (x) = --X,12(x)=x 

I-x 
gl (x. YIl' Y21) = Y21 - Yll-log----. 

1-~ 
2 

fl (x) = 1; F (a) r. 
"=1 

( 1) -1( -I) F (a) 1- -2--;; = --;x--- 1 - -2"- (a ==- 1), 

F(a)==-l and t;(x)=Zog(1-x). 
a 

(1) 

I) Chapter land the first part of chapter II have been published in Euclides 18 
(1941-42). p. 50-78; the rest of chapter II is about to appear in thesameperiodical. 
For the weIl understanding of this paper it is not necessary that the reader is acquainted 
with the chapters land Il. The remarkable family consists of the functions characterised 
by functional equations. 

q; 
y* 
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The functional equation possesses one and only one solution analytical and vanishing 
at the origin. 

B. Considering the functional equation 

we obtain 

and 

x 
n = 1. k = 3. II (x) = X + x 2• l2 (x) = X. {3 (x) ="2 

X 
gl (x. YII' Y21' Y3t) = YII - Y21 - Y31 + -2' 

Trying again (I) we find for a ~ 2 

hence 

F(a) = 2a 1: 
"- <:13<" 2 ----

( 
(3 ) F ((3). 

2 (3-a 

F (a) == 2a (a--l) F (a--1). 

From F (1) = 1 it follows that 

F (a) oe=- 2t (o:-I)(o:+2j (a-I)! (a == 1). 

The coefficients F (a) are defined unambiguously, but the radius of convergence of the 
found power series equals zero. The functional equation does not possess any solution 

analytical and vanishing at the origin. 
e. Dealing with f1 (x) - f1 (- x) = x 2 and trying (1), we find relations involving the 

coefficients F (a), but these relations are contradictory. Indeed, consideration of the 
coefficient of x 2 gives 0 = 1. It is even deal' that the functional equation does not 
possess any solution in the vicinity of the origin. the left-hand side being an odd, 
the right-hand side an even function of x. 

D. The functional equation f (x) = - f (- x) possesses an infinity of solutions, 

analytical and vanishing at the origin, for any odd function (iS ,J;eS)Olution. 

Let us now return to the original functional system. By y--- I denote the value 
'Yx,' 0 

of that partial derivative at the origin x = Yz. == 0 of the (1 + kn) - dimensional 

espace ; 6 denotes the determinant of n rows and columns, in which the constituent in 

(
,Jge) the Cth row and jJth column has the value "b-- ; finally D" denotes the determinant 
Yk. 0 

of 11 rows and columns, in which the constituent in the eth row and jJth column is 

1: (à ge..) (l; (0) )a. 
x èl yXl' 0 

Theorem J. Conditions. (1) Suppose that the k given fl1nctions Ix (x) are analytical 

at the ol'Ïgin x = 0 and aSSllme at that point the valae zero, that ge (x, Yz.) is analyticàl 

and vanishes at the origil1 x = Yx,' = O. th at 6 '* 0 and 

Il{: (0) 1 < Il/c (0) 1 (ft == 1. 2 •...• k - 1). 
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(2) Let uS suppose in_addition 

Drx:f- 0 (a = 1. 2 .... ). 

Then the fUl1ctional system possesses one and only one solution Bnalytical and 

vanishing at the origin. 
The proof runs as follows. The notation 

p (x) < < q (x) 

signifies that 

p (x) = P (0) + P (1) X + P (2) x 2 + ' .. 
and 

q (x) = Q (0) + Q (1) x + Q (2) x 2 + . , . 
are functions of x analytical at the origin with the property 

1 P (a) I-=' Q (a) (a = 0.1. ... ). 
The notation 

p (x, Yxv) < < q (x, yxv) 

signifies that 

and 

are ;functions of the 1 + k n variables x, Yxv analytical at the origin x = Yxv = 0 with 

the property 

1 P ((3. Yxv) 1 ::::: Q ((3. )'xv) : 

fJ and Yxv (x = 1, ... , k; jJ = 1, ... , n) run through the sequence of the integers ~ O. 

By hypothesis there exists a (1 + k n) - dimensional vicinity of the origin x = Yxv~= 0 

wUh the property that the n functions ge (x, iJxy) are defined and analytical at every 

point (x, Yxv) of V. The determinant 6 being '* O. there exists a (1 + (k - 1) n)-dimen

sional vicinity VI of the point x = y f'V = 0 (in this chapter ft runs always through the 

values 1. 2 •...• k - 1) such that n analytical functions he (x. Yf'v) may be found in VI with 

the following properties ; (1) if (x. Y,uv) is an arbitrary point in Vj and we put 

then the point (x. YX1,) lies in V and satisfies the n re1ations 

(2) The n functions hl! (x. y{",) assume at x = y,uv = 0 the value zero. 

(3) The n analytical functions he (x, y,uv) are defined unambiguously in VI by (the 

properties (1) and (2). 
The given functional system is in the vicinity of the origin x = 0 equivalent to 
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in other words: any system of n analytica I functions fv (x) vanishing at the origin and 

satisfying one of both functional systems, satisfies also the other. 
From condition (1) it follows that Ik (0) '1 0, so that the substitution Ik (xl = t gives in 

the vicinity of the origin an analytical (1, 1) transformation. Hence x = q (t) and 
lf' (x),= wft (t) are analytical functions of t at t = 0 and the functional system reduces to 

We can write 

fe (t) = hel q (t). fv (wf ' (t))!. 

Wft (t) = L: W p (fJ) tf3 and q (t) = L: Q (y) t r, 
f3 

where fJ and y run through the sequence of the positive integers, and 

he (x. Yftv) = ,L: He (15. Cpy) x" 11 YI:~'" 
6,Ç,uv I'-,'V 

where i5 and 'p" run through the sequence of the integers :> O. 

First, assume that the functional system possesses a solution 

fv (t) = L: Fv (a) t", 
" 

analytical and vanishing at the origin: a runs through the sequence of positive integers. 
Then we have in the vicinity of the origin 

where 

x (Cp,,) = TI (L: Fv (a)(2;T Wft (fJ) tf3)" IÇpy: 
P," " /3 

'Yj runs through the sequence of the positive integers. The expansion of the right-hand 

side in powers of t pro duces the coefficient F(! ('Yj) of t7J written as a sums of terms. To 

find one of these terms I consider a certain {l (1 :=:: (l ~ k --- 1) and a certain v (1 :S: v :=:: n) 

and I take a = 0, fJ = 1, a = 'Yj, 'lW = 1, the other exponents ,= O. In the term found 

in this manner we have 

W p (fJ) = w~, (0) 

and the term in question is therefore 

(;,.~ he_) F" (1')) (W~ (0) )"1. 
uypv 0 

In this manner we find that 1'~ ('Yj) is equal to 

L: (_à h(!_) F" (rJ) (w~ (O))~ 
f',Y 0 ypv 0 

augmented iby the sum of the other terms: this sum is a polynomial u(! (Fa (a)) in the 

numbers F~ (a). where 0 runs through 1, 2, ... ,n and a runs through 1. 2 •...• rl - 1. 

Thus we obtain 

Fe (rJ) = L: Fv (rJ) L: (::;à he) (w~, (0))'1 + Ue (Fa (a)). 
Y f' U Y pv 0 

2) 

If the coefficients Fa (a) (a < 'Yj) are already known, we find n linear equations with n 
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unknown coefficients FT' ('1)). The determinant E ('1)) of this system of equations possesses 

fl rows and columns: the constituent in the eth row and yth column is 

where 

Using 

Be Y = 1 for e = Y 

= 0 for e 1- Y. 

, () I; (0) 
Wp. 0 = Ik (0)' 

we observe that the constituent in the eth row and yth column of the determinant 

(Ik (0) )1/11 E ('1)) has the value 

(tk (0))'1 B(!y - L: (-dO he) (1;(0) )'1. 
P YPy 0 

Since Yke = hl! (x. Yfty) satisfies the system ga (x. Y,v) = O. we have 

L. being a determinant of n rows and columns. in which the constituent in the oth row 

( agv) , n'1 
and eth column equals b-- ,the product of (I!e (0)) E ('1)) and L. is the determinant. 

Ykl! 0 

whose constituent in the oth row and yth column has the value 

hence 

(rJ = 1, 2, ... ). (3) 

D ('1)) being '10. we find E ('1)) '10. Hence: if the coefficients Fa (a) (a < '1)) are already 

known, the n coefficients Fy ('1)) are defined unambiguously by the n relations (2). In this 

manner we have proved: 
The functional system possesses at most one solution analytical and vanishing lIt the 

origin. 
By means of the recurrent relations (2) we can determine the coefficients FT' ('Yj). Thus 

we obtain n fOl'mal power series 2: FT' (a) (x. To prove the theorem it is sufficient to show 

" 
that each of these power series possesses a positive radius of convergence. In facto these 
power series give then a solution. analytical and vanishing at the origin. 

As we have shown, the determinants E ('Yj) ('I) = 1, 2, .•. ) differ from zero. It follows 

from I W ~ (0) I < 1, that for 'I) ~ co each constituent in the principal diagonal of E ('1)) 

tends to 1, each other constituent to zero. Therefore E ('1)) tends to 1 and IE (1}) I 
~ 
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possesses a positive lower bound independent of '7. Each constituent of E ('7) being 
bounded, we deduce from (2) 

where A deootes an appropiate number independent of '7, 

Since I w~ (0) I < 1, we have 

(4) 

where f) is a conveniently chosen positive number < 1. Since wf' (xl and q(x) are analytica I 

at x = 0, and hl! (x, Y fJA') at x = Yfw = 0, we have for sufficiently large ]( and IJ 

and 

Bx 
q (x) < <~-----

1-Kx 

I choose the positive number r so small and then the positive number A so large that 

(1+2T)(@+ ~)<1 and T(K+A@)=-KB 

1 
For each z with absolute value < 1+ r the function 

(1- zp +(k-I)n 11- (1 +1"') z l-l-(k-I) n 

(5) 

1 
possesses an expansion in powers of z. This ·expansion being valid for z = r=FZr' we 

obtain for sufficiently large M 

M 
(l-z)1+(k-l)n 11-(1 + T) z l-I-(k-l)n < < ----------- (6) 

1-(1 +2T)z' 

From (5) it appears that 

A B1JlI{(1 +2r)N+l (@+ ~)N+I <r (7) 

fol' sufficiently large positive integer N. Finally I choose JJ;;;;; A so large that the ine
quality 

(8) 

holds for 7! = 1, 2, ... ,n and '7 = 1, 2, ... ,N. It is sufficient to show that this ine
quality holds for 7! = 1,2, ... , n and every positive integer '7. In fact, then the n power 

I 
series;; Fv (a) t" possess a radius of convergence ? JI' I may assume '7:::?: N + 1 and 

suppose that the inequalities 

(9) 

are proved already for any a < '7. 
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The following argument is based on inequality (4); uI! (F" (a)) is the coefficient of 

t'" in the expansion of he / q (t),jv (wf' (1))1 where 

jv (x) = Z Fv (a) xCi.. 
a<", 

From (9) it follows that 

hence 

. rHx 
Jv(x)« K(1-Hx)' 

@t 
TH T-=-fftf'II@t 

Kj. (Wf' (t)) < < -----(ffit- = -C-:--(K + H@)t < < 
1-H-----.-

I-Kt 

wh ere z = (K + II 0) t. Also from (5) 

T(K + H@) =- p(lr + A @) == K B, 

hence 

KBt Tz 
I( q(t) < < ._-< <----. i-Kt 1-z 

In this manner we obtain 

B 
he / q (t), }v (Wf< (t)) 1 < < -(--1-=-1-' Z_)I+Tk:::ïl/ï 

l--z 

Tz 
f=~' 

B ltl 
:= B (1 -- z)l+(k-l)n /1 -(1 + T) z I~ I-(k -I) II < < ------~--,--... -

1 - (1 -+- 2 T) z 

by (6) 

B lYI _ B lrI = ---_.~-~---------- < < ----------~----_.~ .. _ .. _-
1 -(1 +2T) (K +H@) t 1-(1 +2 T) 1I("J +~-) t 

N P 00 < < B lJ1 Z Ha t" + -- 1.' Ha t" 
a=O AI(a=N+1 

according to (5) and (7). The absolute value of the coefficient uI} (Po (a) l of til in this 

r 
expansion is therefore ~ Ai( II rJ for every '7 > N, so that it follows from (4), that (8) 

holds for everyYJ > N. This establishes the theorem. 
To be continued. 


